DRYING PROCESS
Vacuum dry process for Wood
With our drying process, we want to offer our clients an easy way to work with the woods and
save time when building their instruments for those who doesn’t have the technology to make
a fast and high-quality dry. The drying process it’s done in vacuum drying machines which led
us removing all the humidity of the wood in a fast way and at the best conditions, because the
pieces don’t suffer any kind of flaw or imperfection.
To accomplish our but, we use advanced technology for wood treatment: vacuum drying
machines with PCL system, with which we guarantee a high standard of quality.
This process is also indicated to dry wood with special characteristics because with this
vacuum dry system, the wood is never exposed to climate aggressions like air stream, which
could harm the wood during the drying process.
Our achievement is that we satisfy any exigence of our clients at the same time that we adapt
our work to their needs.
Grade of humidity achieved during the process
After the drying process, the grade of humidity we achieve in our pieces is between 8% and
10%.
It is important to keep in mind that the wood can suffer variations in its sizes since the drying
process produces a reduction in the measurements that is impossible to quantify with accuracy
since many factors influence the type of wood, the density and the percentage of humidity in
the time of drying.
We recommend when you acquired a wood after a drying process, the pieces remain stored in
a place with controlled humidity, since the wood is a material that can absorb moisture from the
environment even after drying.
Important note: Orders with this option can suffer variations regard to delivery times, since
the wood in our stock is not dry.
If you need more information about the drying process of our wood, don’t hesitate in contact us.
We will be pleased to answer you any question personally in our offices, through our telephone
number (+34) 96 134 03 01 or via email: info@maderas-barber.com.
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